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Abstract
This paper deals with the prcblem of simulating the notions of a complex land vehicle moving
in a natural environment. The contribution presented here is z motion generctor which predicts
the dynamic behaviour of the vehicle when executing a given nominal motion plan. This ptan
is expressed in terms of a channel to follow and of a set of intermediate subgoals to reach.
Solving this motion generation problem requircs to explicitly reason about the geometric aod
the physical aspects of the movements that the vehide has to execute. I-n our approach, this is
done using two basic constructions derived from th€ concept oI phgsical nodet the 'generalized
obstades" are used for physically guiding the movements of the vehicle using an explicit model
of the vehicle/terrain interactions, and the "physical targets' are used to map the strategic
information onto our physical representation of the world and to introduce the force feedback
gestural control
1 Introduction
This paper deals with the problem of simulating the motions of a complex land vehicle moving
in a natural environment containing both obstacles that have to be avoided and obstacles that
can be crossed over by the vehicle. The framework of this research program is the VAP project
conducted by the CNES (French spatial agency) in relation with several French Research Insti-
tutes (CNFIS, INRIA, CEA, CERT). The purpose of this project is to design a complete systern
for teleprogramming an autonomous planetaty rover.
The contribution presented in this paper is a motion generator which predicts the dynamic
behaviour of a land vehicle when executing a given nominal motion plan. This plan is supposed
to be provided by a geometric path planner. It is expressed in terms of a channel to follow and
of a set of intermediate subgoals to reach. Solving this motion generation problem requires to
expLicitly reason about the geometric and the physical aspects of the movements that the vehicle
has to execute.
Until now, very few methods have been devised for dealing with the elTects of dynamic in
motion planning. Some researchers have designed adapted architectures for controlling in a
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dynamic way the locomotion of severar types of mobile robots (legged robots for instance [13]),without trying to solve the associated motion planning problem. Because bf the intrinsic com-plexity of this problem, most of the work done on thii topic has led to the implementation of
various geometri" ubproblem is to find a collision_free trajectory
for the robot) [9]. n devised for the purpose of d""liog wiih non
integrable kinema such paths t* tù, làt and [ro]). Ëopir. ,tugreat a based probleuu, tÀe automaii" gen_eration in a natural environment is beyond
the cur the physical vehicle/terrain interactions ca.n_
not be processed using purely geometric and kinematic models). Since such interactions a.re of
a major importance in this context -because friction, sliding a.ud skid phenomena nay strongry
modify the behaviour of the vehicle-, it is necessary to make use of apfropriate physiâ mo<Iels
for predicting the robot behaviour.
This is why we have decided to combine a geometric path pranner with a motion genemtor -
having the ability of simulating physical interactions. This approarh is described ;n az. n
basielly consists in combining 
'trategic 
and tactiel information through two complemetrtaxy
conce?ts (see &4): the concept or genemlizd oôslccle which is used for physiery guiding the
vehicle using aa explicit model of the vehicre/terrain interactions, arrd thu coo.ept of phgsicar
lcrget which allows us to map 
-the 
strategic information (intermediate subgoals) ontà our ihysicat
representation of the world. These concepts have been implemented using physical basi models
first developed in the field of computer graphics and of man/machine JÀmunication [g] [r1].As shown in &3, such a type of model can be b rilt by combining a set of representative punctual
masses within an interaction network including linear and non-linear terms. In &s we explain
how this new approach can lead towards a powerfull extention of the .predictive Display- to
a realistic reconsttuction of the natural pilotiag conditions by mean of adapted fo.." fldb"ck
devices- Several types of vehicle and of vehicle/terrain interactions have been modelized and
simulated using this approach (see &6).
2 Outline of the approach
As previously mentionned, our approach for planfiag executable safe motions for a land vehicle
moving in a natural environment is to combine a ge ometric path planner ç'ith a motion genet ator
having the ability of simulating physical interactions. The geometric path planner is in charge
of generating a potentially safe path for the rover -i.e. a set of collsion-free ira!:ctories-. such
a path is represented by a safe channel c and by a set (91,92...9") of intermediate subgoals.It defines â strategic information that the motion generator will use to produce the sequence
of movements which results from the combined efrects of the applied motion commands and of
the vehicle/terrain interactions (figure 1 illustrates). such an approach consisting in combining
a globar path planner with a method aimed at adapting the robot *ou"*"ol to the rocal
environment of the task has already been used by some researchers for implementing geometric
path planners and reactive motion controllers (see [zl). But the used -od"is -^rirrl] i*.",ri.representations and potential field functions- do not include the basic informatiàn-which is
required for processing physical interactions.
Let M be the land vehicle, let T and o be respectively the te*ain and the obstacles ro
avoid, and let .9P = (C,{gr,gr... g,"}) be the potentially safe path generated by the geometric
path planner. we will respectively denote by G(w) and by iD(I,/) the geometric m'odel and
the physical model which is associated to an object (or a set of objectsj w. The geometric
path planner reasons about the model G(M,T,0) and the motion generator operatl on the
o .Initid end frnd position of ahc roboa
Figure l: Illustration of our approach: (a) a selected sale chrnnel; (b) an associated physical
representation; (c) a physicat target attracting the vehide; (d) a motion resulting from the
combined efiects of the physical target and of the vehide/terrain interactions.
model i[(M,Î, SP). This mea.ns that G(M) and G(1) have to be converted into a physical
representation O(M,f) induding an explicit nodel of the vehide/terrain interartions (see &3).
This also means that appropriate mecarrisms have to be developed in order to map the geometric
information contained in SP onto O(M,T). As explained in &4, this is done using two basic
constructions: O(f) and ô(C) are combined withia an unified model O(T O C) elled the
"generalized obstacle model", and each g; is converted into an attractive punctual mass ô(g;)
called uphysical target". Using this approach, ô(" O C) en be used for physically guiding
M, and the set {ô(91), i[(g2) ...O(g")] can be used for representating the sequence of motion
commands to apply to M. This approach differs from the potential field methods by the fact
that it operates at a dyna.mic Iayer -i.e. any motion is directly connected by physieil laws to
the forces which result from objects interactions, see &3-.
Since no complete connection has been implemented yet between the geometric path plaa-
ner and the motion generator, the models O(1 O C) and {ô(gr), iD(gz)...O(gJ} are currently
constructed by the operator using the modeling c^pabilities of the Cordis-Anima system [81
[1f]. In the sequel, we will make the assumption that the data G( M), G(T) and .9P are known
beforehand, and we will focus on the physic-al aspects of the motion generation problem.
3 World modeling using physical models
3.1 Physical models
Geometric models have been designed for representing shape properties and for defining macro-
scopic behaviours for solid objects. But, such models do not includes the ability of processing
complex physical interactions, because the associated effects result from the integration of differ-
ential equations involving distributed force and position parameters. This is why researchers in
the field of computer graphics and of man/marhine communication have developed the concept
of "physical model" . The basic idea is to consider that any obict motion and/or deformation
is linked by physical laws to a set of forces whose application points depend on the intrinsic
@ rtn*c"r urga (pùûdùal m.5r)
structure of the involved objects. A practical way for modclizing this phenomenon is to ap-
propriately discretize the object and to characterize each obtained componcnt by differential
equations combining two dual variablee: the force I' and the position p (or the velocity v).
Such a type of model is usually called "continuous lumped corstant model". It basically pernits
the construction of complex objerts by assembling object components using warious connectors,
for instance: connectors representing the non-linea.rities associated to the object boundaries (for
modeling coltact ùehaviours), or connectors defining some structural modifications (plasticity
properties) [8] [11].
ln our model, any object is represented by a structured set of spherical components (b'Is),
and any pair of intera.tirg components is connected by a.n appropriate connector. This approach
allows us to Process physical interactions ueing some elementary dynauric equations involving
punctual masses only: a ball is 6een as a pair (m,r), where rn is an aactive' punctual mass
located at the center of the ball and r is the radius of the associated interaction area (this a.rea
is generally characterized by a non-penetration law) [8]. consequently, the physical model o(w)
of a set W of interacting objects can be represented by a network in which each node n; € .,V
defines an object component (a ball), and earh arc aai e.4 represents a physical interaction. A
node z; is characterized by a pair (p;, 
'r..-), 
where p; and rn; are respectively the position and the
weight of the associated punctual mass; an arc aij defines a particular interaction equatiotr of ',the type F; = -Fi = ôU(pi,p), where fi; represents a linea.r darnper/spring law or a particular
non-linear interaction law.
3.2 Terrain and vehicle modeling
As explained in &2, the geometric models G(") and G(M) have to be converted into a physical
representation ô(T,M). The fiist step of the algorithm is to construct o(") and iD(M) using
appropriate connected sets of balls.
Ler G(T) be a numerical nodel of the surface of ?. Converting G(?) into i[(?) consists in
finding an appropriate o'gglomemte oJ fuIb, n which each ball represents a punctuar mass a.nd
its associated non-penetrating a.rea -this area is chararterized by an elastic/viscous repulsive
law-. In our system, this agglomerate is constructed using a dynamic ball meshing algorithm
consisting in "throwing" a set of interactive balls towards a rigid net representing the surface of
T [12]' figure 2a illustrates. The sizes of the balls which are used in this "lgorithm depends on
the spatial bandwith of I and on the characteristics of M (size of the wheels for instance). The
interartion laws to use for completing i[(l) are selected according to the physical characteristics
of the ground. until now, most of the experiments have been processed using a rigid ground
(see &6).
G(M) includes shape and kinematics representations- This means that two main steps have
to be applied for constructing o(M): (t) selecting a representative set of punctual masses, and
(2) connecting theses punctual masses in order to define rigid components and articulated mecan-
isms. Rigid components are modelized using alrnost indeformable spring connectors; articulated
meca.nisms are constructed using approprlate damper/spring based structures (see figure 2b).
The last step of the physical modelng process is to combine a(r) and ë(M) in order to
explicitly represent the vehicle/terrain interactions. This is done by adding new connectors
between some pairs of punctual masses belonging to o(r) x a(M). The interaction laws to
associate to these connectors depends on both the physical characteristics of the ground and the
vehicle locomotion mechanisms (wheeled vehicle, trarked vehicle ...). An implementation of a
wheeled vehicle moving on a rigid ground is described in &6.
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Figure 2: (a) Numerial model and physical model of ?.
(b) Modeling an articulated mechanism
(c) A "generalized obstacle".
4 Motion generation
r:','t w be a set of interacting objects and F be an external force which is applied to any
component of o(w). The dynamic behaviour of lz after having applied .F can be simulated at
a given frequency using the following iterative algorithm:
1. compute the forces to associate to each arc a;; in iD(I{z) by evaluating the interaction
function {;;.
2. compute the new position p; to associate to each node a; in ë(w) using the Newtonian
law:
Dv",* F* -- tn; ' ''!. - m; ' (&p; / dtz).
The same algorithm can be used for genenting the notions of the vehicle ll{ by associating a
propeling force .F to M. Since M has to take into account the strategic information contained
in sP (see &2), F must be chosen in such a way that M will move torrards the next subgoal g;
while following the channel C and reacting with ?. Two basic physical constructions have been
developed for maping these motion constraints onto e(T,M):
1. The generalized obstacles: The first motion constraint to satisfy is to force M to follow
c while reacting with r. This mca.ns that both ô(T) and o(c) have to be used for physically
guiding M- h other words, i[(?) and o(c) have to be combined within an unified model
o(1|' @ c) refered as the "generalized obstacle model". A practical way for implementing this
capability is to consider that C is delimited by a set {o1,o2...o-} of real or fictitious obstacles
(see figure 1). Then, each oi can be converted into a model a(o;) which can be easily combined
with iD(T): both {(o;) et iD(?) are made up of agglomerates of ba.lls. The main difference
between iD(O;) and A(?) relies on the fact that the interaction areas which are associated to the
balls belonging to i[(or) include a sqlely disrance preventing M to collide rvith o; (see frgure 2c).
using this approach, it becomes possible to simultaneously solve the locomotion probiem and
the obstacle avoidance problem (see &6)-
2. The physical targets: The second motion constraitrt to satisfy is to force M to move
towa-rds the next subgoal 9;. A practical way for implementing this capabirity is to represent
gi by an attrartive punctual mass o(9;) called "physical target". The basic interaction law
which is associated to such an entity is an attractive non-linear viscous/elastic law. Some other
interaction laws may also be used for implementing more complex vehicle behaviours; moreover,
sophisticated motion strategies may be obtained in a similar way by combining the effects of
several physical targets. Thus, it becomes possible to constantly generate an appropriate pro-
peling force F lor M by only evaluating the current state of the target/vehicle interaction (see
&6). Physical targets may also be intera.ctively moved in the scene for the purpose.of locally
modifying the motion commands to apply to M- b the Cordis-Anima working environment,
this can be done using a real-time physical simolator and a gestuml rctræct;se deuice previously
developed by the Acroe-Lifia team (see &6). Such a capability is potentially usefull for interac-
tivdy generating appropriate mano€uvres in intricate situations -because force feedback may
help the operator-, but it is not dear (at the present time) how the resulting physic-l data can
be converted into a strategic geometric information for the planner.
5 An extention of the '(Predictive Display"
The new approach we have presented in this paper cr" be placed within the fra.mework of an
extention of the "Predictive Display" concept. The objective is to extend the task performance
visualisation functions by offering to the robotic operator a complete reconstruction of the
natural piloting situation. This can be done by combining a motion generator based on dynamic
models (see &a) and gestural devices for providing the operator with tactile feedback.
The whole system made of the modeler-simulator for physical object and of force feedback
gestural devices allow, by mean 61 n.nipulation of physical targets for example, a genuine
gestural relationship with the simulated environement (see figure 3).
Figure 3: Reconstruction of the aatural piloting situation.
The function of the gestural transducer is to [aise the relation between the human operator
gesture and the numeric phenomenon produced by the computer- The gestural relationship is
typically bi-directionnal, and this kind of device must fulfrI two main functions:
1. to pick up the characteristic information about the control gesture.
2. to set a mechanical resistance against the operator gesture according to the numerical
signal from the simulation process. This function is fundamental since it provides the user
with an interface allowing an cfficient control of the simulated system.
From 1978, the ACROE research team has introduced the idea of a gestural man-machine
communication with "tactile feedback' in the framework of sound synthesis, and more generally
of man machine communication problems [3] [41. The studies carried out during the ten past
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years has led to the cararterisation and to the design of the requisite device, which has been
called Modular Force Feedback Transducer (MFF-T). An international patent covers both its
modularity principle and its motor technologr, that was specially developed to achieve the
MFFT's performa,nces [2].
Two typical situations constitute the reference to determine the gestural device chalacter-
istics. We watrt to have the ability to restitute good bufers, which correspond with collisions
against ha.rd surfaces. We also wa.nt to be able to retitute texture sensation in a general aense.
Viscous and dry frictions a,re involved in these eurface contacts. The sensor and apecially the
motors performances can be deduced fiom theee situations a.ud from the human gesture cha.r-
acteristics. For example the motor eûtailç ultra-rapid, and accurate "response',
(in some cases the bandwidth of the nechaaical phenomena concerned in the gesture ca.n go as
fa"r as 700 or 800 Hz) and sizable power (up to pulse of several tenths of KgF to simulate rigid
obstacles).
Moreover, it is not foreseeably possible to design a transducer for the gestural channel as
general as a loud spea.ker is to the acoustic channel or a gmphic screen to the visual channel.
Thjs remark therefore induced the ACROE resea^rchers to investigate what kind of device would
tuaxa.ntee a relative variety of gesture. The complete device comes in the form of an extremely
compaÆt unit built from sixteen sliced amotor/sensor modules". Every slice has a thicknecs of
13.75 mm and offer a one DDL gestural channel. The sixteen motor/sensor unit is organized
according to a linear placing of the sliced motors (âgure a).
Ma$ets
Coils
À[agftric ndd
Displaccmcnts
The sliced motor block
A motor-sensor module 13.75 mm
Figure 4: The sliced motor block and the motor/sensor module.
Motor/sensor module characteristics:
Geometric :
- mobile motor coil stroke
- Slice ihictness
Sensor :
- position sensor LVDT, rcs.
15 mm
13.75 mm
appror- 3 pm
effective induction
- mobile coil mass
- kicrion
- Maximal pcrmancnt force
- l"taximal trÀnsitory force
Mobr :
- flat copper mobile coils racuum soaked,
- rarc €arlh / cobalt magnels,
0.65 T i
zfoEr
< 9.10-3N
40N
MN
- t'laximal acceleration offlæd 66O m/s2
- Response dclay .o lhe input control,
(movunent blocked) 0-2 ms
The eFective morphology
tor/sensor modules from the
whole-
is determined by the association of a certain number of mo-sixteen DDL unit and by the <Covering' tn"t i" 1i"". i" tfr"
This "Covering" consists ofa very sieple and ctrotrgly built mechanical device chosen from an"assortment' of rra.rious poesibilies *hich is nounà ;;;. th" motor/semor mddule to combine.
a pair of2D Sticks :
The pliers
Figure 5: lD and 2D joysticks. A mechanicalry connected transmition arm allows us to use onemodule as a lD device or to combine two indeiendant .otor7r"r,.o. -oari*-r" ..àr"'rîvr,"-with two degrees of liberty.
It is therefore possible from this principle to deflne a great number ofinterchangeable covering[k: tl,*?.""9 3D 
lovering (figuru S;. Ëo, o"*pte inlraer to manipulare a JD solid, we needa six DDL device which wi' be obtained from the association of six motor/sensor mod'res.
6 Implementation and experiments
Implementation
The approach described in this paper has bee ed usmodeler/simulator [ftl. f]he working environ ludes
processor APl20, an Evans & Sutherland
àevice. It providâ if,",r"o Jt,t r"rl-ri-" 'fri
nstructed using our CAD-Robotics system (the
kstation- The figure 6 shows a visualization of
metric models of an articulated rover and of a
no complete connection has been inplemented
ntly, the required physical models are currently
outputs of the ACT system. 
Anima environment) from a description of the
. 
Experiments involving several types of vehicle (tracked vehicle, wheeled vehicle, articulatedvehicle), several types of terrain, and severar types of vehiclc/ ter ra.in interaction have beensuccessfully processed. some sequences of motions which have been generated uyir,à .vrt"- r..avoiding a set of obstacles and for moving a rover on a sorid hiny terrain are presented berow.
2D Stick
Figure 6: An a^rticulated rover in a natural environment.
Figure Z: Avoiding 2D obstacles with a train-like vehicle.
Obstacle avoidance
In this experiment, the vehide is a train-lile.mobile noving in a planar environment containing
a- set of obstarles to avoid (see figure z). These obstacles are represented in the picture usin!
the grey color, and their associated generalized obstacles a"re represented by white circula"r re-
gions- Only the vehicle/obstacle interactions have been considered in this experinent. These
interactions have been rnodelized using a classical repuJsive viscous/elastic law inclutling some
non-linearities (instantaneous changes between contact and non-contact states).
The movements of the vehicle a.re generated here using an attra.tive physical target whose
position is interactively specited by the operator. The resulting motion will make the -vehicle to
move through the narrow corridor only if the ta,rget has been correctly positionned. The solution
shown in the figure 7 has been easily found after a few attempts performed in the simulated
environment (i.e. in a few seconds).
Dynamic locomotion on a hilly terrain
In this experiment, the vehicle is a 3D wheeled vehicle having several passive joints and six
independant conical wheels (see figure 8)- The purpose of the articulated mechanical structure
is to provide the rover with the capability of continuously maintaining a sufficient number of
contart points between the wheels and the ground when getting over some natural obstacles
(rocks, smaJl hills and hollows ...). This is achieved by autàmatically modifying the configura-
tion of the articulated mechanical structure using gravity and reaction fo.ces produced by the
wheels/ground interactions.
The terrain which has been used for this experiment has been modelized using an alrnost
rigid agglomerate of balls having non-penetrating properties (see &3). The vehiJe has been
Figure 8: An articulated wheeled vehicle moving on a solid hilly temain.
ctual masses which has been associated to the
icle/terrain interactions.
7 Conclusion
we have presented a method for solving the probrem of pranning the motions of a complex landvehicle moving in a natural en'ironmen-t .onirioing toifi o;stacres that have to be avoided andobstacles that can be crossed over by the vehicle.
genera,tor which predicts the dynamic behaviou
ections: completing the connection between
gen'erator (tactical layer), and developing
terrain and vehicle physical models.
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